
 

 
July 7, 2015 
 
To Whom It May Concern: 
 
It is with great pleasure that I can today tell you about the irreplaceable service that the 
University of Houston Coastal Center provides for the continued sustainability of the critically 
imperiled coastal prairie ecosystem of the upper Texas coast. 
 
The coastal prairie ecosystem was once the signature ecosystem of the Greater Houston 
Region. When Europeans first settled this area the prairie covered, by some estimates, more 
than 75% of what is now called Houston – including the University of Houston’s campus. Over 
time the prairie proved very useful to farming and ranching and indeed its developed spurred 
the development of our local railroad system, banking system, land sales, and rich cowboy 
heritage. It proved so useful, in fact, that it is now one of the most endangered ecosystems on 
Planet Earth. 
 
Scientists are working feverishly to restore the remaining prairie and to rebuild prairies 
where they have been lost. This task is simply impossible without native prairie seeds and 
without sterling remnants like the University of Houston’s Coastal Center (UHCC) to serve as 
blueprints for restoration. For several decades the Coastal Center has been a ‘giving prairie’ – 
providing seeds, giving us a clear understanding of what a prairie should look like, and 
serving as an ark for our threatened biodiversity. Seeds harvested at the Coastal Center dot 
thousands of acres of public parks, ranchland, and even school grounds. To see the impact of 
the Coastal Center one need only visit Memorial Park, Buffalo Bayou Park, the Katy Prairie, 
Hermann Park, the Texas Medical Center, over twenty schools, or private ranches. UHCC 
continues to be a keystone in our efforts to sustain our ancient prairie heritage. 
 
One thing is certain – although sustainability takes on many forms (including energy 
conservation, recycling, etc.) perhaps the most important sustainability initiative continues in 
keeping the living systems on which human existence depends intact and well functioning. 
University of Houston should win high praise for its leadership in keeping Houston’s systems 
thriving. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Jaime González      
Executive Director 
Katy Prairie Conservancy 
 
President & Co-Founder 
Coastal Prairie Partnership       
 


